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Good Design

Winning Brands

HPZ Brand Forecasts are how we make sense
of brand opportunities in an industry. We
survey real consumers to get real insights
about brands with winning designs.

Good design is good customer exerience.
Good design makes customers feel like they
belong. When customers are comfortable,
they keep coming back for more.

Bloom Farms
Apothecanna
Cannavore
Lord Jones
Big Pete’s
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What We Learned

Cannabis is blooming as a lifestyle brand.
Lifestyle Brands
Lifestyle brands can exist in any category, from fashion to hospitality to cannabis. They seek to inspire and motivate, with the goal of
shaping a consumer’s way of life. Lifestyle brands succeed because
they seamlessly fit a product to a person’s lifestyle, rather than forcing a lifestyle change to fit a product.
Cannabis Brands
In August of 2016, High Times compiled a list High Expectations: 21
Cannabis Brands to Watch. We asked real consumers to rate those
21 brands using our HPZ Design Rubric. Although the top brands
had different design approaches, a clear pattern emerged. All the
winning cannabis brands are lifestyle brands.
Winning cannabis brands use the power of design to sell a lifestyle
as well as a product. From artisinial baked goods to premium beauty products, winners use design to fit a product to a lifestyle.

Real Consumers
Real Insights
To generate our data, we surveyed dozens
of Millennial consumers from a range of
socioeconomic groups. Consumers used our
proprietary rubric to score each brand by
refinedment and familiarity
Source Article
High Times
High Expectations: 21 Brands to Watch
http://hightimes.com/edibles/foods/high-hopes21-cannabis-brands-to-watch/
August 5, 2016
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Chronic Winners
Each winning brand has their own unique flavor of good design.

Winner’s
Circle

Measuring Good Design

HPZ Design Rubric

We asked customers to rate the logos of 21 top cannabis brands.1
Customer ratings revealed five clear winners: Bloom Farms,
Apothecanna, Cannavore, Lord Jones, and Big Pete’s

Refined designs are well constructed and visually balanced. Regardless of stylistic approach, the design has a cohesive visual style.

1 List from High Times, High Expectations: 21 Cannabis Brands to Watch, August 5, 2016.

Familiar designs use complimentary colors and natural shapes.
Regardless of stylistic approach, the design represents ideas literally
rather than through abstraction.
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Dank Strategies for
Winning Design
Winning brands use these three design strategies: Educate, Inspire, and Define.

Apothecanna
Educates with Design

Cannavore
Inspires with Design

Bloom Farms
Defines with Design

Apothecanna’s clean, minimal
brand gets to the point right
away. The wordmark borrows
visual language from conscious
cosmetics branding with the
all-lowercase name set in a
geometric sans serif typeface.
The simplified cannabis leaf
logomark combines with the
name to reinforce the brand’s
unique ingredient.

Cannavore’s handcrafted brand
inspires with the independence
and freedom of the western
frontier. The composition of the
logomark looks like it could be
a stamp or a brand on leather
goods. The typeface brings an
artisan, small batch quality to
the design.

Bloom Farm’s brand is full of
natural energy that references
the agricultural side of cannabis.
The logomark is a blooming
image that calls the plant to
mind. The image dominates the
mark with a style that’s unique,
but not abstract.

Good Design Educates
Design that educates makes customers feel
more confident in their decisions, ensuring
they will be happier with their purchase.

Good Design Inspires
Design that inspires makes customers feel
more adventurous, enabling them to step
outside their comfort zone and try new things.

Good Design Defines
Design that defines makes customers feel
innovative by choosing to be part of a unique
concept and experience.
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Who We Are

JJ

Michelle

HPZ is a design consultancy.
HPZ was founded in 2015 by Michelle Priest and JJ Kaye.

Our Services

We like to say that we make design radically familiar by aligning our
designs with our clients’ business strategy. We make high quality
creative work that compels customers to buy.

Customer Strategy
Branding
Graphic Design
User Experience
User Interface Design

Michelle and JJ bring 10 years of experience working as strategic
creatives with clients including ZipRecruiter, The City of West
Hollywood, Walmart, Google, UCLA, Disney, Shakey’s Pizza, and
numerous successful startups.
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Ready to chat about your business?
Contact JJ Kaye at jj@hpz.us
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Learn more about us and see our work at http://highpressure.zone
Ready to chat about working together?
Contact JJ Kaye at jj@hpz.us

